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COV E R A R T I S T CH AT

Maple Lam
BY K I M T U RR I S I

W

hat was your inspiration
for this piece?
This past year has been
extremely rough for everyone.
Everything felt emotionally draining, and we are all exhausted. I
wanted to do a piece that conveys hope and optimism through
togetherness. In the end, I chose
to illustrate a group of cheerful
girls holding hands as they look
up into the clear sky with dancing
kites. Hopefully, somewhere out
there, a reader will look at this
piece and smile.

S

SCBWI Digital Workshops

CBWI’s Digital Workshops
are back! Starting Thursday, May 13, 2021 our fourth
slate of weekly webinars featuring renowned children’s book
creators will take place live via
Zoom and will be available free
of charge to any SCBWI member anywhere in the world. If
you can’t make the live event, a
full recording will be posted on
the SCBWI website twenty-four
hours after the workshop ends
and will remain up for two to four
weeks.
The line-up of this latest series
includes a session on Transforming a Picture Book Manuscript Into
a Visual Narrative with illustrator Jaqueline Alcantara; a panel
on Celebrating the Voices of Asian
4
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What’s up next for you?
Book-wise, I am currently working
on a picture book with the amazing
team at HarperCollins. The story
is about dim sum, family, and love. I
am also working on an adventurous
graphic novel about mythologies.
Life-wise, I look forward to playing
competitive badminton again when
everything is safe, and to hang
out with friends over coffee and
ice cream.

and Pacific Islander Book Creators
as part of SCBWI’s #OwnVoices
Series; a marketing workshop with
author Greg Pincus entitled Maximizing Your Social Media
Presence and Effectiveness; a webinar on Creating a Cast of Characters in Your Middle
Grade Novel with Newbery Award-winner Meg
Medina; a session on
Writing Chapter Books
and Chapter Book Series
with author Kelly Starling
Lyons; a workshop entitled Atmosphere: Where
Character,
Setting,
Mood, and Emotion Converge with author Nina
LaCour, and a nonfiction
SPRING 2021

webinar, Nonfiction Takes Risks:
Tackling Tough, Controversial, or
Brainy Topics for Young Readers.

TO M A RK E T

Conversational Marketing

W

hat’s your relationship
with parents of your
readers? If you’re writing
or illustrating for young children,
parents are a key audience for
you. They are among the biggest
boosters of children’s products
in the marketplace as evidenced
by the significant impact moms
and dads have had as influencers
via social media. They should be a
group you get to know well.
One way to do this is through conversational marketing, a technique
used by companies both to focus the
tone of their messaging and techniques used for outreach. In many
cases, companies have to use messaging tools, such as chat bots and
live chat, to be able to offer 24/7
engagement with their customers.
That level of immediacy is not necessary for most of you as individual marketers, but the informal language and the engaged approach
used for relationship building can
be incorporated.
Conversational marketing is,
as you’d expect, a way to engage
through interactive communication. Its purpose here is to develop
a relationship with readers’ parents, and when done well it would
provide something of value to them
and build a loyal fan base for you
and your books. These days, with
the massive volume of communication we all receive, establishing a
personal connection is crucial for
success.
You should start by getting to
know parents in the age range of
your readers: What terms and language do they use in their social

BY S US A N S A L Z M A N R A A B
and other communication? What
news trends are pressing and are
they responding to? What home and
school concerns do they have? And
what are they looking for when buying new books for their children?
Then, consider how you can most
effectively engage with them and
how you’d feel most comfortable
doing so. This could be by tying communication to your individual book
topics or sharing your areas of
expertise. Consider what personal
and professional insights you have
that might be useful and of interest
to them. This could range from how
to get their children to read more to

Consider what
personal and
professional
insights you have
that might be useful and of interest
to parents.
specific ideas for engagement with
you about your books, or through
social media or your website.
You could have part of your website and social media dedicated to
engaging with parents. This can
be as simple as having them provide comments and suggestions
that you (with permission, or after
anonymizing comments), share with
your broader audience in a conversational tone; or could go as
far as including a live chat experience once a month where you’d
SPRING 2021

take questions or share expertise,
for example with those who may be
aspiring children’s authors or illustrators.
You could also offer kinds of
hosted engagement based on the
topics of your books, and you could
solicit questions and recommend
resources, or online places for them
to visit with their children to learn
more. You could even invite them to
come back and share what they’ve
learned with other parents in a
hosted community forum or (again
with permission and credit), or by
providing a place via Slack or similar tools for their voice to be part
of your site.
This doesn’t have to be done on
a grand scale. It’s something you
can experiment with and if you find
a mechanism that works well for
you, can build out from there. At the
most basic level, it is a way of thinking about your relationship with
parents and considering how you
can engage in ways that resonate
with them
SUSAN SALZMAN RAAB is author of An
Author’s Guide to Children’s Book Promotion and is SCBWI’s marketing advisor.
She’s hosted New Books Network’s Children’s Literature channel, the University of Connecticut’s children’s literature
podcasts; and has been correspondent
for nationally syndicated, Recess! Radio.
She’s President of Raab Associates, a
marketing agency that works with clients
internationally. The To Market archives
are at www.raabassociates.com and
www.artstomarket.com. Questions can
be sent to sraab@raabassociates.com.
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¡ S E H A B L A E S PA Ñ O L !

Manejando el rechazo
P O R J U DY G O L D M A N

C

omo creadores de libros
infantiles y juveniles, seamos escritores o ilustradores, podemos tardar horas y
horas pensando en cada paso de
nuestro trabajo. Por lo general,
en un texto pensamos en los personajes, la trama, el problema
o situación a resolver y en el uso
de cada palabra para que sea
la mejor y la más descriptiva. En
cuanto a las imágenes, elaboramos muchos bocetos desarrollando el aspecto de los personajes, la paleta de colores y
técnica y la organización de los
elementos gráficos en la página
entre otros muchos aspectos.
Después, con mucha esperanza,
mandamos el proyecto, sea el
texto o muestras de ilustración o
las dos cosas, a una editorial para
su consideración.
Después de eso, viene un periodo
donde la cabeza de uno a veces se
pregunta qué está pasando, si el
cuento gustará, si las ilustraciones
serán del agrado del director o
directora de arte. A veces vemos
las ilustraciones o leemos el cuento
de nuevo y, ¡uff!, nos damos cuenta
que algo está mal en una de las ilustraciones, que repetimos una pal-

6
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abra o que una frase no fluye. No
tener noticias del editor o director
de arte nos puede llenar de cuestionamientos especialmente cuando
pasan meses hasta que tengamos
alguna comunicación de la editorial. Eso si alguien del equipo editorial se pone en contacto aunque
sea para decirnos que no les interesa el material porque, hoy en día,
hay editoriales que no se comunican con el creador a menos que
estén interesados en el material.
Si son buenas noticias y tu trabajo
fue aceptado, ¡muchas felicidades!
¿Pero qué sucede si no es así?
Por lo general, nos sentimos afectados de manera personal porque
creemos que al editora o editor no
le gusta tu trabajo porque seguramente es malo. Es más, hay personas que nunca más se atreven a
mandar otro cuento o muestra de
ilustración porque se sienten derrotados. Pero hay que tomar en
cuenta que la editorial no te está
rechazando a ti personalmente sino
a tu trabajo y eso se puede deber
a varios factores. Uno es que es un
proyecto muy bueno pero la editorial no lo puede publicar con éxito
porque no cabe en su línea editorial. Por ejemplo, si mandas un libro

SPRING 2021

de divulgación y sólo publican narrativa, por muy bueno que sea no
lo van a publicar. Por eso, antes de
mandarlo, hay que hacer la tarea
e investigar a las casas editoriales para evitar perder tu tiempo y
el del editor o editora. Otra razón
podría ser que ya hay un libro similar en su catálogo y dos títulos similares van a competir entre sí. No
es una buena estrategia comercial. El tercero es que posiblemente
te falta trabajar más en tu cuento
y/o tus ilustraciones. En ese caso,
la sugerencia es guardar el material un tiempo y retomarlo después,
ya que se calmen las aguas, para
revisarlo pues podría ser que no
está listo, hay saltos en la acción,
hay cabos sin atar, los personajes
actúan de forma poco convincente,
etc. En ese caso, puedes revisar,
leer, revisar y leer más el texto y
luego mandarlo a otras editoriales.
Otra cosa que puedes hacer es tallerear el cuento o los bocetos con
otros autores e ilustradores en un
grupo de crítica o con compañeros
a quienes les tienes confianza. Y,
mientras tanto, ponte a trabajar en
otros proyectos para que no estés
especulando en lo que está pasando dentro de la editorial. Incluso

and, soon, Ecuador. Seven of her books
are in the Mexican Ministry of Education’s nationwide reading program and
others have been shortlisted by IBBY
Mexico and the Fundación Cuatrogatos,
among others. She and Malena F. Alzu,
the Spanish-Language Coordinator of
the SCBWI, are the editors of the Bulletin La cometa. She has two grown sons
and she and her husband live (with their
corgi Sabrina) in a building on the top of
one of the mountains that surround Mexico City. Her bilingual webpage is www.
judygoldman4kids.com.

POLINA POLUEKTOVA

tienes que saber cuando algo de
plano no va a funcionar. Hay novelistas que han reportado que la
primera novela que escribieron (y,
a veces, la segunda también) sirvió
para aprender cómo redactarla
pero no estaba (y nunca estuvo)
lista para mandar a una editorial.
En ese caso, tómalo como experiencia y mejor dedícate a algo que si
tiene más posibilidades de ser publicado.
En el campo de la literatura infantil y juvenil tenemos que aprender
a manejar el rechazo. Hay muchos
casos documentados del desprecio que sufrieron autores reconocidos. El viento en los sauces, de
Kenneth Grahame, fue rechazado
muchas veces y un editor le dijo que
un libro como este nunca se vendería bien. Desde su publicación, se
han vendido más de 25 millones de
copias en todo el mundo. Maurice
Sendak no podíia conseguir trabajo
en una editorial porque su estilo
era muy diferente al de la época.
Fue la legendaria editora Úrsula
Nordstrom quien se dio cuenta del
genio del autor/ilustrador y quien
publicó Where the Wild Things Are.
El Mago de Oz, de Frank L. Baum,
fue rehusado varias veces, una de
ellas porque el editor sintió que
la historia era demasiado radical
para lectores jóvenes. Y todos conocemos la historia de J.K Rowling y
Harry Potter.
La creatividad requiere persistencia, disciplina y fé en nuestro trabajo para mandarlo a una
editorial. Y recuerda que sólo se
necesita un sí para pisar, por primera vez, el sendero de la literatura
infantil y juvenil.
JUDY GOLDMAN was born in Mexico
City, where she was raised bilingual and
bicultural. She writes in both English
and Spanish and has stories and over
sixty books published in Mexico, the US,
Brazil, Colombia, Austria, Germany,
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S U CCE S S S TO R Y

Stephanie Lucianovic

I

n August of 2015, I sent my first tweet to Martha Brockenbrough:
“Loved your SCBWI Success Story in the 2015 [Bulletin] issue.
Had to follow. Thanks for the hope.” And Martha responded: “Work
and write as though your success is assured.”
I did just that. Or, at least, I tried
very hard to do just that. Less than
two years after I sent that tweet
to Martha, I signed with my current agency, New Leaf Literary.
Five months later, I got my first picture book offer from Sterling for
The End of Something Wonderful:
A Practical Guide to A Backyard
Funeral, illustrated by George
Ermos, which was just published
last September and has already
earned out its advance.
That’s my success story in a
bright and shiny nutshell. But it’s
not the whole story, because it
doesn’t include the many rejections,
the multiple disappointments, or the
numerous times I very nearly threw
my laptop across the room, yelling
“I give up!”
Thank goodness SCBWI was
there for me throughout all of it.
It all started when I sent a
few picture book manuscripts to
Chronicle Books via my friend who
was an editor in the cookbook
department. The folks at Chronicle kindly turned me down, told me
8
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I was a strong writer who should
keep trying, invited me to keep submitting to them, and advised me to
join SCBWI in the meantime. I had
never heard about SCBWI but I did
my research, joined immediately,
and started spending time on the
message boards to learn all I could
about children’s publishing.
It was on the
SCBWI message
boards where
I
researched
agents
and
learned about
which publishing houses were
open to unagented submissions. It was
on the SCBWI
boards where I
could commiserate with other
authors about
rejections, boost
each other up,
and eventually
celebrate each
SPRING 2021

other’s successes. It was also on
the SCBWI boards where I found
solace and hope after hitting the
first major low of my children’s
writing career: the loss of my first
agent.
This was one of the most painful
bumps, because at the time, I had
no clue that agents and authors
regularly and amicably parted
ways for many reasons, so when it
happened to me, I was utterly mortified. Even though the agent had
kindly told me they thought I was

talented and prolific but just wasn’t
the right agent for my career, I felt
like a complete loser. I questioned
everything, including whether or
not I should just give up on children’s books entirely.
Luckily, I dragged myself to the
SCBWI Blueboards where I saw
another author mentioning that
they were looking for a new agent. I
reached out, we exchanged stories,
built each other up, and became
critique partners and friends.
There would be more (so many
more!) rejections and failures and
tears before I could bank my first
success, but SCBWI was a constant
source of inspiration every time
I opened a Bulletin or an Insight
monthly newsletter.

SCBWI filled my depleted buckets with joy, hope, new friends, and
renewed determination when, in
2016, I attended my first national
conference in Los Angeles and
where I finally got to meet Martha
Brockenbrough face-to-face.
SCBWI is the reason why I have
my current local critique group—a
gathering of wonderful, supportive,
encouraging, and strong writers.
And SCBWI is why I brought my
oldest son to a local book event
where not only did I get to meet
the wonderful and generous Henry
Winkler, but I also got to personally thank the brilliant Lin Oliver
for SCBWI. I would not be where I
am now if it weren’t for all the help
I received along the way.

STEPHANIE V. W. LUCIANOVIC is the
author of picture books: The End of
Something Wonderful: A Practical Guide
to a Backyard Funeral (Sterling Children’s, 2019) with George Ermos, Hello,
Star (Little Brown, 2021) with Vashti
Harrison, and the just-announced Hope
Is (Nancy Paulsen Books, 2023) with
Kelsey Buzzell. Her debut middle grade
novel, The League of Picky Eaters (Clarion/HMH) comes out Fall 2021. Stephanie lives in the Bay Area with her family,
and she invites you to visit her at www.
StephanieLucianovic.com or on Twitter
@grubreport.

ART SPOT W INNER

Valarie
Gray
w w w.va l a r i e g r a y.co m
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I N D E P E N D E N T P E RS P EC T I V E

Using Awards and
Contests to Market Your
Self-Published Book
BY L AU R I E M I L L E R

W

10 SCBW I

aimed exclusively at independently
published children’s books is SCBWI’s Spark Award. The Spark Award
honors books in two categories,
picture books and books for older
readers, and it is free to all SCBWI
members.
The Spark Award winner in each
category receives a $1,000 cash
prize. Winner and honor recipients
receive Spark Award seals to display on their book, the opportunity to teach a digital workshop to
all of SCBWI’s membership, the chance to be featured in the SCBWI online
bookstore, and the opportunity to have their book
publicized through SCBWI
social networking sites.
The winners also get the
opportunity to attend any
SCBWI conference of their
choice tuition-free.
Though there is no
charge to enter the Spark
Award, most contests
charge an entry fee, usually in the neighborhood of
about seventy-five dollars.
Before handing over your
SPRING 2021

money, research each contest thoroughly. Be aware that some awards
are more about making money than
giving kudos to outstanding writers.
Once you decide to enter, realize that competition can be fierce,
especially for the big-name awards.
That makes editing and a well-designed cover all the more important. Indie authors also shouldn’t
forget the importance of contest
details. Meeting deadlines, submitting your work in the correct format,

EDUARDO MARTINEZ

ith thousands of self-published books coming to
market every year, indie
authors need to find ways of
standing out. One way for indie
authors to create buzz about their
books is to enter (and win!) book
award contests. Beyond the validation of a win and the publicity
that comes with it—awards contests often come with prize money
and constructive feedback from
judges.
A simple Google search will reveal
dozens of contests. It’s important
to do your due diligence and only
enter contests that are legit and
not merely money-making schemes.
Check and see which organization
is sponsoring the awards program
and who the judges are. Look for
contests where the judging pool
includes a variety of editors, marketers, and designers with experience in the publishing industry, as
well as big name literary agents.
Also research the prizes. Besides
cash and bragging rights, how will
the organization promote your
book? How big is their outreach?
One of the only awards contests

POEM

and entering into the proper categories
could mean the difference between winning and getting rejected from the contest outright.
Although by no means conclusive, the
list below provides links to book awards
for indie authors of children’s and YA
books with deadlines throughout the
year.
• Ben Franklin Book Awards (Independent Book Publishers Association)
• Best Indie Book Award
• Foreword Indies Book Awards
• Next Generation Indie Book Awards
• Rubery Book Award
• Selfies Book Awards US (Publishers
Weekly)
• The BookLife Prize (Publishers
Weekly)
• The Christy Awards (YA Only)
• The Eric Hoffer Book Award
• The Vivian Contest (Romance Writers of America – for YA Romance)
• USA Best Book Awards (American
Book Fest)
• Writer’s Digest Self-Published Book
Awards
For help in determining which contests
are worth your time and which are known
scams please check out the Alliance of
Independent Author’s ratings database
of Contests and Awards.
Good luck in your indie publishing journey!
LAURIE MILLER is event coordinator and writer-at-large at SCBWI headquarters in Lost
Angeles.

*SCBWI advises that you thoroughly
vet any potential self-publishing vendor before sending payment or signing
any type of contract. A good resource
is the Alliance of Independent Author’s
Watchdog Desk which researches and
rates hundreds of freelance professionals and self-publishing service providers.

Lament of the Pantser
Sung to the tune of “The Impossible Dream
(The Quest)” by Mitch Leigh and Joe Darion

To dream of a finished first draft
To forge an impossible plot
To craft that unparse-able sentence
To end with a dot-dot-dot-dot….
In a sea of ellipses I’m lost But look here! I’ve got light, I’ve got
dark.
I’ve found my objective correlative
And I sense my main character’s arc!
Oh, where could it go,
My prose and my rhymes A star in the Kirkus,
A review in the Times?
I must fight word by word,
Without question or pause
Be it adjective, verb,
Or subordinate clause.
I despair that I won’t get this right
‘Til the seventeenth draft
But I’m armed with critique group and
friends
And the tools of my craft.
I write on. I’ve a story to tell
And a voice, and a truth to defend.
At last, fueled by tears and dark
chocolate
I’ve reached it! It’s finished!!
THE END!!!
— Penelope Stowell
PENELOPE STOWELL is a songwriter, picture book
author, and award-winning young adult fiction
writer. A PAL SCBWI member since 2005, she is currently pantsing her way through a middle grade fantasy trilogy.
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L EGA L LY B O O K I S H

Options and Non-Compete
Clauses in
Publishing Contracts
BY JACQ U I L I P TO N

I

f you’ve ever read a publishing contract, you’ve likely
come across “option” and
“non-compete” clauses. A lot of
authors worry about options without thinking much about how the
non-compete clauses work, but
both kinds of clauses can impact
what you do with your other work.
Option clauses give the publisher
a first right of refusal on your next
work, while non-compete clauses
limit the author in terms of what
works they can publish that might
compete with the work under contract. Not all publishing contracts
include options or non-compete
clauses, but many do, so it’s worth
having a basic understanding of
how they work. And, while this column isn’t intended as formal legal
advice, it’s worth noting that state
laws vary on the enforceability of these clauses, notably noncompete clauses, so if you are
seeking formal legal advice, make
sure you talk to an attorney who
is not only knowledgeable about
publishing law, but also operates in
the contract’s jurisdiction. The contract usually sets out what jurisdiction (i.e. which state’s law) will apply
to it.

broadly or narrowly and it’s important to understand exactly what
rights you are giving the publisher under any given contract.
The option can be over “your next
work” generally, or it can be limited
to your next work within a particular genre or for a particular market (e.g. your next YA novel or your
next nonfiction picture book). It can
even be limited to your next book in
a particular series or featuring a
specific set of characters.
The option is only a right of first
refusal, not a commitment to publish your next work. Usually, it is time
limited in the sense that the publisher has to make a decision within
a particular timeframe whether
they will publish your next work. If
they decide against, you are free
to take your manuscript to another
publisher.
If, on the other hand, they are
interested in the work, the original contract may have provisions
about the terms on which they will
offer you a contract for the new
work. Some options proscribe terms
no less favorable than those under
the original contract, while others just say (or imply) that you will
negotiate in good faith to come up
with a deal you and the publisher
OPTION CLAUSES
are both happy with. Some options
Option clauses can be drafted provide that if no agreement is then
12 SCBW I
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reached, you can take the work to
another publisher, provided you
don’t accept a deal on less favorable terms than the original publisher was offering.
As creatures of contract, options
can be drafted in many different
ways and it is a good idea to ask an
agent or attorney if you are confused about what rights you may
be offering the publisher. There
is often room to negotiate to, say,
limit an option that you feel is overly
broad.
NON-COMPETE CLAUSES
Non-compete clauses generally
restrict what books you can sell that
may compete with the book under
contract. It is important to understand what you are agreeing to, and
to find out if it’s possible to limit a
non-compete clause, where necessary, to a formula that works better
for you. Non-compete clauses exist
for a good reason. Publishers want
to protect their investment in your
work and not have their ability to
sell your book negatively impacted
by other books you write that may
compete with the contracted book.
But publishers are generally not
entitled to prevent you from making
a living as an author which is why
some states restrict enforcement
of non-compete clauses.

P U B L I S H I N G I N D US T R Y U P DAT E S

The trick when negotiating a
non-compete clause is to give the
contracted book the space to do
well in the market without necessarily preventing you from submitting
or selling other work to make a living. If, for example, a non-compete
clause says that you will not publish
“any work that competes with the
contracted book,” you might want
to try re-negotiating to narrow the
clause. You could ask that the publisher limit the clause to other work
that “directly competes with” or
“substantially competes with” the
contracted work rather than simply
“competes with” it. You could also
try limiting the non-compete clause
to works to be released within a
particular time period from the initial release of the contracted book,
and works in a particular genre or
market (e.g. YA fiction) that directly
compete with the work.
The publisher won’t always agree
to these changes, but it’s always
worth asking. And sometimes you
may decide to walk away from a
contract that doesn’t work for you.
As creatures of contract, option
and non-compete clauses generally take effect as written, so it’s
important to negotiate a clause that
both you and the publisher can live
with. And of course every situation
is fact-specific, so nothing in this
column is intended as formal legal
advice and anyone negotiating a
publishing contract should consult
an agent or attorney.
JACQUI LIPTON is a law professor,
attorney, and literary agent. She is the
author of Law and Authors: A Legal
Handbook for Writers (University of California Press, 2020). Nothing written here
is intended as formal legal advice.

Netta Rabin, v-p, publisher,
and creative director of Klutz,
will now head the Scholastic
division. Vanessa Han has been
promoted to art director.
Megan Abbate has joined
Bloomsbury Children’s as nonfiction editor; she was previously assistant editor at Roaring Brook Press.
Little, Brown Books for Young
Readers has three promotions. Lisa Yoskowitz has been
promoted to executive editorial
director, from editorial director. Sasha Illingworth has been
promoted to associate creative
director, from executive art
director. Hallie Tibbetts has
been promoted to associate
editor, from assistant editor.
Ann Marie Wong has joined
Henry Holt Books for Young
Readers as editorial director.
She was previously senior editorial director at Scholastic
Book Clubs.
Elizabeth Lazowski has been
promoted to assistant editor,
children’s at Chronicle Books,
from editorial assistant.
At HMH Samira Iravani has
joined as associate art director;
Margaret Raymo has been
promoted to v-p, senior editorial
director, from senior editorial
director. Lily Kessinger has
been promoted to editor,
from associate editor. Mary
Magrisso has been promoted to
managing editor, overseeing all
BFYR imprints. Harriet Low has
been promoted to associate
editor, from editorial associate.
Elizabeth Agyemang has been
promoted to associate editor,
from editorial associate.
SPRING 2021

Vicki
Lame
has
been
promoted to executive editor
at St. Martin’s, including
Wednesday Books; previously
she was senior editor.
Daniel Ehrenhaft is joining
Blackstone
Publishing
as
senior
acquisitions
editor.
Most recently he was editorial
director at Soho Teen.
Natascha Morris has been
promoted to senior literary
agent and director of the
children›s department at the
Tobias Literary Agency, from
literary agent.
Tracey Keevan has been
named editorial director of
children’s publishing at Sterling
Publishing; most recently she
was executive editor at DisneyHyperion, and before that
was executive editor of Nick
Jr. magazine.
Rebecca Kuss has joined
Disney/Rick Riordan Presents
as senior editor; previously she
was an editor at Inkyard Press.
Susan Dobinick has joined
Boyds Mills & Kane as senior
editor; she was formerly senior
editor at Bloomsbury Children’s
Books.
At Abrams, Emily Daluga has
been promoted to associate
editor, from assistant editor.
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A R T T I PS

The Art of Watercolor
E D I T E D BY M A P L E L A M

TIPS FROM OUR @SCBWI
INSTAGRAM COMMUNITY
Gina Wojtysiak
@ginawojtysiak
ginawojtysiak.com

100% cotton rag paper will give
you the best results. Play with the
paint and learn its different properties. It will help you use them
to stunning effect. Which paints
granulate? Which paints are made
from dyes, resulting in smoother
washes? Make a swatch board of
your paints and make notes. Label
your pallet. Want a great wash?
First I mix up a LOT of my wash
color in a separate container with
a lid. Nothing makes streaks like
having to mix more of your color
mid-wash. Plus it might not be an
exact match. Yikes!

Eva Auchincloss Petersen

@evapete1
evaapetersen.com

Stay loose, but have a paper towel
handy and remember watercolor
produces happy accidents. Embrace those, they make your art
special!
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W

atercolor can be a tricky
medium. There is a fine
balance between fluidity and rigidity. What are some
of your tips and tricks to find that
right balance?
Jessica Lanan
Instagram: @jessicalanan
Web: jessicalanan.com

It’s an eternal struggle! But I do have
some tricks that might help. The first
thing I like to do is make sure I’m not
tracing too much. I transfer just the
hint of my drawing to the final paper and then I make a fresh drawing
by hand. (Tracing is where my drawing dies.) I also figure out the entire
painting in advance. It’s bad enough
to wrangle watercolor around without
worrying about color and value and
composition at the same time, so that
needs to all be settled beforehand. I
like to paint small color mockups and
doctor them digitally as needed until
the lighting and value is right, then I
use that as the reference for the final
painting. My last trick is to paint as few
washes as possible in order to preserve the textures and accidents that
make watercolor appealing in the first
place. Think bold and brave with your
washes, and plan on messing up. It’s a
pain to redo finals, but it’s better than
making art that looks too careful.
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www.maplelam.com
Cindy Derby
Instagram: @cindyderby
Web: cindyderby.com

Before I set out on a watercolor illustration, I map out the important elements first by doing a blurry thumbnail
sketch—and I don’t go into much detail
with it. That leaves me room to wander
when I embark on the watercolor. Watercolor will do what it does, so I like to
have a sense of humor about it when it
turns into mud. For my work in Outside
In, I tricked myself by going into the final artwork by saying “this isn’t final,
this is just another experiment.” Also, I
like to paint all my backgrounds much
bigger than the actual dimensions of
the book and use giant brushes in the
beginning when the paper is still damp.
Standing up at my desk helps, too. That
way, I am using the entire range of my
arm by making big, sweeping gestures.
MAPLE LAM writes and illustrates
books. She loves history, and she lives a
pretty active lifestyle. In her free time,
she is always happy to catch up with
friends, old or new.
Got a great tip to our upcoming
topic? Have a question you want to
ask? Feel free to email Maple at
scbwiarttips@scbwi.org

H E RE , T H E RE & E V E R Y W H E RE

The Butter Battle:
Translation
and Cultural Contexts
BY L AW RE N CE S CH I ME L

W

hen in 2017 I sat down to
write two rhyming board
books in Spanish, both set
in (but not about) same-sex families, I couldn’t imagine that a few
years later the books would have
over twenty editions in different
languages or territories, published by a mix of traditional publishers and NGOs—nor some of
the obstacles or objections some
of these editions had, as the books
were adapted to new cultural
contexts.
No Es Hora De Jugar features a
young girl who is trying to get ready
for bed but her dog wants to play.
Her two dads read her a bedtime
story, and the jealous dog (upset
at being ignored) jumps on the
bed, steals her bear and, as they
say, hijinks ensue. Pronto Por La
Mañana features a boy who wakes
up before his two moms or his sister—only the cat is also awake, and
they go into the kitchen and create a bit of chaos while preparing
breakfast all by themselves.
Given the content, some of the

obstacles were foreseeable: an
LGBTQ rights organization in Saint
Petersburg is working to publish the
books in poet and activist Dmitry
Kuzmin’s rhyming Russian translation. Given the draconian homophobic regulations in Russia, they need
to print “18+” on the cover (even
though these are children’s books)
and they have lawyers in place to
fight the fines for both the organization itself and the printer they work
with to actually print the books.
(Fortunately, protests or boycotts
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of the books in the countries where
they’ve already been published
have been expectable but minor.)
The rainbow family organization in Hungary who will publish the
books decided for various reasons
to publish them as a single picture
book instead of two board books.
On the one hand, it’s better for the
budget to publish one title instead
of the printing bill for two, but also
picture books have greater cultural
weight than board books (which are
mostly just licenses or tie-ins).
Those were just some of the physical obstacles or challenges to overcome. There were also some tweaks
or requests regarding the translations to adapt the books to each cultural context.
Both Orca Book Publisher in Canada and Peniarth in Wales will be
using my own rhyming self-translation into English, but with lots
of little variations between them:
like whether a toy bear is called a
teddy or a stuffie. The UK edition
also uses “Mum and Mam” instead
of just referring to mothers in plu-
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illustrator Elina Braslina to remove
the word “margarine” from the container, making the images work no
matter whether a translation uses
butter or margarine. Because, moving between languages and cultural
contexts, it is not just words that are
involved as books travel around the
world.

ral, to make sure the book reads
“Welsh” even in English. (Peniarth
are also publishing the book in a
Welsh translation.)
These sort of issues of linguistic
variations are only to be expected.
The biggest surprise for me, however, was that the most problematic
element for the translations or the
adaptations, in country after country, was . . . the margarine!
It was, I thought, a simple little bit
of fun: the boy spreads margarine
on his bread and when you flip to the
next double-spread the cat prefers
margarine without the bread.
In my dairy-free household (my
husband and I are both lactoseand milk-intolerant) I didn’t think
twice about using margarine in the
story, and also in Spanish it had lots
of good rhymes, including cocina,
the kitchen, where they’d gone. And
the first handful of translations had
no problems with it, either.
However, I got a polite but concerned email from the Swiss Rainbow Family organization who is
publishing the books. They were
delighted with the rhyming German-language translation made
by Jochen Weber, who works at
the International Youth Library in
Munich. But they said the margarine
would have to be changed to butter.
“We are Swiss, butter is part of our
DNA!” A book that used margarine
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would read as if it were made in
Germany instead of in Switzerland.
(Jochen rewrote those rhymes.)
I mentioned this amusing anecdote to the French and Italian
translators, and each said they’d
just changed it to butter in their
translations as a matter of course.
Which made me look at my own
self-translation into English, and lo!
I had done the same thing (and forgotten I’d done so).
When the Hungarian editor wrote
to me today to say that the translator, Anna T. Szabó, had asked if she
could use the short word vaj, which
means butter, instead of the longer
margarine, since it was better for
the rhythm of the lines, of course I
immediately wrote back to say no
problem.
In the end, an easy fix was for
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LAWRENCE SCHIMEL is a bilingual
(Spanish/English) author and literary
translator living in Madrid, Spain. He
was the founder and first RA for SCBWI
Spain. He won a Crystal Kite Award for
his picture book Will You Read My Book
With Me? (Epigram) and his books have
also been chosen by IBBY Outstanding
Books for Young People with Disabilities (three times) and the White Ravens,
among other honors.
The “Here, There & Everywhere” page
focuses on international themes in the
world of children’s literature. The page
is edited by Erzsi Deàk. If you would like
to contribute an article, please query
her at ErzsiDeak@scbwi.org. If you are
an SCBWI member living outside the
US and would like to start a chapter in
your area, please contact International
Advisor Chair Kathleen Ahrens (kathleenahrens@scbwi.org). If you would
like to set up an international speaking
gig, please contact the local international regional advisor: www.scbwi.org/
regions.htm.

Name-Wild!
BY J O Ë L L E A N T H O N Y

T

here’s something powerful about
naming things, both in real life
and in fiction. Think back to your
childhood dolls or stuffed animals. What’s
the first thing you did? You named them.
If you were lucky enough to choose what
the family pet was called without input
from siblings or parents, what a coup!
Growing up, I had a whole list of names
for my potential kids. And no, I never considered their father might have ideas of
his own.
When writers start new projects, they are
given carte blanche to name anyone and
everything— first, middle, and last names of
their main characters and the supporting
cast, dogs, cats, and other pets, plus nicknames, schools, the town, and anything else
that might need to be called something, like a
car or musical instrument. All that power can
get pretty exciting, even a little heady.
As a professional mentor to aspiring writers, and a story development editor, many
of the manuscripts I see are so chock full of
unusual, or entirely made-up names, that I
go a little cross-eyed trying to sort everyone out. I almost always ask the writer to
reconsider this choice and limit the special,
or unusual name, to one character, preferably the hero or villain.*
After years of coming across this issue, I
now think that it’s more than writers exercising their joy in naming things. It’s a real belief
that using unusual names will help the reader
differentiate between the characters. The
truth is, it does the opposite. It makes them
all seem like “that character with the unusual
name I can never remember.”

Years ago, I wrote an article for SCBWI
about the abundance of red-haired best
friends in MG and YA. Through my reading,
I had discovered an astounding number of
secondary characters with red hair. Choosing a bunch of strange names is the same
thing as relying on a random visual clue—it’s
not trusting yourself to create layered characters with real personalities who show who
they are through dialogue and action.
Writing can be difficult because there are
so many proverbial balls to keep in the air—
characters, setting, plot, obstacles and so on.
But we are not the only ones trying to keep
these things straight. Readers are, too. And
while we don’t want to be simplistic, if we can
help them out, especially in the beginning of
the story—which is when readers meet characters—by not asking them to remember a
lot of names they have no context for, then
you are actually allowing them to fall into
your world more easily.
Names are both fun and important, so by all
means, enjoy naming the people in your stories. Go ahead and use those favorite ones
you thought you’d give your twenty kids and
pets when you grew up. But keep in mind, you
don’t have to rely on gimmicky ones. Trust
yourself to write full, well-rounded characters.
*While exceptions to having more than one
unusual name in a story exists in fantasy and
particularly wacky middle grade, even those
genres benefit from care with names. ·
JOËLLE ANTHONY/J. M. KELLY is the author of
four books for teens, including the 2018 White Pine
Nominee, Speed of Life and the VOYA Top Shelf
Award-winning MG, A Month of Mondays. She is a
writer, teacher, and actor, as well as a professional
mentor and story development editor. Visit her
website at www.joelleanthony.com Twitter: @joellewrites
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A

n editor contacts me out of the blue requesting wintertime story ideas. Great! They’re
needed this week? No problem! I automatically look outside for inspiration, but all I can see is
lush grass and leafy bushes in lovely shades of green.
Although my neck of the woods can reach record lows
in winter, we’re still a few months away from anything
resembling snow. The only thing frozen right now is my
uncooperative brain.
This is when mind mapping comes in
handy. This technique, also known as bubble map or bubble chart, allows you to
start with a single word and branch out
in an infinite number of ways without ever
getting lost or repeating yourself. In fact,
it actually encourages you to come up with
new and distinct ideas. Best of all, it’s super
easy.

HERE’S HOW I USED MIND
MAPPING TO GET MY BRAIN
OUT OF DEEP FREEZE:
I took a sheet of blank paper, drew a
bubble in the middle of the page and wrote
in winter. Two words immediately popped
into my mind: skiing and skating. So I connected my winter bubble to another one
which I named sports. I linked this one to
all the winter sports I could think of. These
then led me to think of mittens and scarves.
So I linked another bubble to the main winter bubble and created a clothing bubble.
As I continued to work, more words kept
cropping up. But before jotting them down,
I tried to think of their broader theme first
so I could put each word in its proper category.
Once finished, my central winter bubble ended up surrounded by seven main

themes: sports, clothes,
weather, chores, food,
family, and games and
activities. Each of these
themes branched out
to connect to as many
related things as I could
think of. Surprisingly, the
final structure looked a
lot like a lopsided snowflake!
Next, all I had to do
was look at the words
surrounding each theme and see what
happened if I tried to connect one of the
words to another one belonging to a different category. As I mixed and matched, I
eventually came up with two very different
ideas. Here’s one of them: I used the carnival bubble in the games and activities category and matched it to the skiing and competition bubbles in the sports category.
The result? A story that takes place during
a school winter carnival and in which the
most popular booth will win downhill skiing passes. When two rivals for the prize
encounter unexpected problems in setting
up their activity, they decide to join forces.
Not only do they end up being a huge hit
and winning the prize, but they also form an
unexpected friendship.
For those of you who prefer technology
over paper, there are a number of mind
mapping apps available. Some allow you to
add pictures, use different colors, attach
audio notes, or share your work with others. To learn more, check out the article “9 Best Mind Mapping Apps for Mac
to Organize Your Ideas” at the following
link: https://beebom.com/best-mind-mapping-apps-mac/ ·
PASCALE DUGUAY is a freelance writer, translator (French/English), and high school librarian. She resides in the lively bilingual community
of the Quebec Eastern Townships. Pop in for a
visit at www.pascaleduguay.com.
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The Winds
of Change:

Children’s Environmental
Climate Fiction
BY CL A I RE DAT N O W

ANGELA C HAWKINS

T

he gale force winds of climate change are calling.
They’re calling to scientists,
writers, and artists to weave stories that will inspire the children of
tomorrow to dream up a brighter
future.
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Happily, many are responding to that call with
a spate of new nature and environmental narratives which use science as a springboard to create powerful children’s literature. After decades
of misinformation, denial, and inadequate attempts
to reduce the dire impact of climate change young
people around the world are troubled, angry, and
frustrated. They are searching for ways to understand and to take action. Compelling narratives
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interwoven with science can entertain, educate, inspire, and empower them. I am certain
that young people studying the natural sciences from kindergarten to college will bloom
into the next generation of environmental
leaders. They will understand the science and
the issues underpinning society’s challenging ecological problems. And they will apply
their knowledge to create a stronger connection between what must be done and how
to get things done. Still, we need something
more to close that chasm between cognition
and action. We need something to electrify us,
move us, spur us on, to stop us in our tracks.
Science and literature can cross-fertilize one
another. Storytellers need to understand the
powerful methods of science that provide
solutions to pressing problems, and scientists
need to apply the building blocks of powerful
writing to become better communicators.
For me, the books I will write will always be
grounded in science. Telling a moving story
about climate change does not mean making up facts; the basis of the narrative has to
be the truth and reality of climate change. As
storytellers we hold the keys to touching our
readers’ hearts, to ignite their imagination
to build a bridge to tomorrow, and empower
them to take action for the greater good of
humanity and the wellbeing of the Earth.
We need to reject narratives of division. We
need storytellers from all disciplines to blur
boundaries, expand empathy, and stretch our
capacity for caring. The winds of change are
calling loud and clear for narratives that will
illuminate our vital connection to one another
and to this precious blue planet on which all
life depends.·
CLAIRE DATNOW was born and raised in Johannesburg, South Africa, which ignited her love for the natural world and for indigenous cultures. Her published
works include a middle grade Eco-mystery series.
She taught gifted and talented students creative
writing and ecology. Together with her students she
founded a nature trail, now named in her honor, the
Alabama Audubon-Datnow Forest Preserve.

TEACHING RESOURCES
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION:
• National Environmental Education Resources
Tool Kit: https://www.neefusa.org/education/
resources
• Lesson Plans, Teacher Guides and Online
Environmental Resources for Educators: https://www.epa.gov/students/lesson-plans-teacher-guides-andonline-environmental-resources-educators
• How to Write Environmental Stories: How to
Become an Eco Detective: An Interdisciplinary Unit for Writing Across the Curriculum.
The lessons can easily be correlated with the
Common Core State Standards for
Language Arts & Literacy, History/Social
Studies, and Science: https://www.mediamint.
net/styled-11/index.html#.X8KPBC2cZBw
free download and print.
• How to Write Eco Mysteries: https://
alina_stefanescu.typepad.com/_patrick_
and_alina_weddin/2016/08/claire-datnows-wonderful-alabama-based-eco-mysteries-for-middle-schoolers.html
• Books on Environmental Literature: The
books range from mysteries to thrillers, yet
they all share strong environmental themes:
https://dragonfly.eco/links-and-resources/
The Adventures of the Sizzling Six
• Eco mystery series by Claire Datnow:
https://mediamint.net/page3/page3.html
• Blogs on Environmental Fiction and a list
of books (upper elementary and middle
grades): https://www.mediamint.net/Environmental Novels: Juvenile and Young Adult
Fiction: https://guides.library.illinois.edu/c.
php?g=347864&p=2345360
• Chapter Books to Inspire Young Environmental Advocates: https://www.doinggoodtogether.org/bhf-book-lists/chapter-books-for-environmental-advocate
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Book
Review
RE V I E W E D BY C A RO L H I N Z

NONFICTION WRITERS DIG
DEEP: 50 Award-Winning
Children’s Authors Share the
Secret of Engaging Writing
edited by Melissa Stewart
Publisher: National Council of
Teachers of English
190 pages

At first glance, Nonfiction Writers
Dig Deep: 50 Award-Winning Children’s
Authors Share the Secret of Engaging Writing, edited by Melissa Stewart,
is an excellent resource for educators who want to help students improve
their nonfiction writing skills. Yet it’s
more than that—it’s also a wonderful
resource for nonfiction writers.
In this book, Stewart has gathered an
incredible group of authors to discuss
the craft of nonfiction writing. More
often than not, people associate craft
with fiction. But at a time when nonfiction authors are coming up with terrifically innovative approaches to their
work, nothing could be further from
the truth. As Laura Purdie Salas so eloquently writes in her essay, “[T]here’s a
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common, crushing misconception that
fiction is creative writing drawn from
the depths of a writer’s soul, while nonfiction is simply a recitation of facts that
any basic robot could spit out.”
Divided into three parts—Choosing
a Topic, Finding a Focus, and Making it
Personal—Nonfiction Writers Dig Deep
delves into the writing process. Stewart
opens each chapter with an overview,
including great anecdotes from her
experiences visiting schools as well as
from her own writing process. She concludes each chapter with In the Classroom sections that synthesize information from the essays and present
strategies and writing exercises that
will be as helpful for working writers as
they are for students.
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In the essays, which are each two to
four pages, authors address a particular aspect of how they create their
books, and the essays offer a wealth of
ideas for other writers to borrow from
in approaching their own work. Some
authors, such as Steve Sheinkin and
Traci Sorell, focus on the process of
creating one specific book, while others, such as Carole Boston Weatherford and April Pulley Sayre, speak about
themes that span their body of work.
The authors and books featured are
diverse and encompass a wide range of
types of nonfiction. These authors write
about history, biography, and science.
They create picture books and longer
works, they write in verse and in prose,
and they write narrative nonfiction and
expository literature.
I’m a firm believer that there’s no single, best way to go about writing a book.
By highlighting different authors’ processes and showing examples of what
they write, Nonfiction Writers Dig Deep
offers a wealth of ways to find ideas
for what to write about—and how to
write about those topics. A key concept is understanding your own personal connection with a topic. As Stewart comments at the end of the chapter
on Making It Personal, “Who nonfiction
writers are as people and their experiences in the world have a tremendous
impact on how they evaluate, assimilate,
analyze, and synthesize their research
to make their own meaning.” This book
won’t teach you how to write like Sarah
Albee, Jason Chin, Lesa Cline-Ransome,
or Candace Fleming. But with any luck, it
will teach you how to find your own voice.
This is not a book to read in one sitting but rather a book to dip in and out
of a little at a time. Fantastic teacher
timesaver tables in the opening pages

of each chapter include a list of authors
along with grade level, book format,
content area, and essay highlights. Consider these your timesaver tools as well,
helping you hone in on exactly what will
be most relevant to your current writing
project. And if you’re looking for mentor
texts, this book is bursting with mentions
of books to check out. A handy eightpage bibliography of children’s books in
the book’s back matter lists all the works
referenced throughout the essays.
One of the things I’ve come to appreciate most in my career as an editor of children’s books is the sense of
camaraderie that exists among children’s authors generally and nonfiction authors in particular. This feeling of community comes through in this
book as well—while it includes writers
from diverse backgrounds writing about
a wide range of topics, all of them are
passionate about their work and about
creating great books for young readers.
To open the pages of this book is to be
invited into this community.
Think of Nonfiction Writers Dig Deep
not as a how-to manual but rather as
a Choose Your Own Adventure book in
which you’ll find multiple pathways into
creating nonfiction, and it’s up to you
to choose the route that suits you best.
(Fortunately, no routes end in gruesome
death!) So if you’re considering writing
nonfiction for young people, get your
hands on a copy of this book and get
writing! ·
CAROL HINZ is Editorial Director at Millbrook
Press and Carolrhoda Books at Lerner Publishing. Find more on Twitter @carolchinz
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FINDING
MY VOICE

in Middle Grade

RYAN MIDDAUGH

BY JA N A E M A RK S

F

or the longest time, I dreamed of becoming
a young adult author. While studying for my
MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults
at the New School, I also worked for one of the big
five publishers in the children’s division. I devoured a
different YA novel every week and worked hard on my
contemporary YA stories.
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Three manuscripts and several years later,
my dream of signing with a literary agent and
landing a book deal still hadn’t come true.
Knowing that author journeys are often long
and windy, I figured it was because I hadn’t yet
written the right story.
When I came up with the idea for my debut,
From the Desk of Zoe Washington, I knew I’d
finally found a strong premise that would
attract agents and editors. Like my other
manuscripts, I originally planned for it to be a
young adult novel with a sixteen-year-old protagonist. I started writing and sent a few early
chapters to a critique partner. When they
replied with their feedback, they said my story
felt more like a middle grade novel. I was not
expecting that! I’d dabbled in writing middle
grade but hadn’t written a middle grade novel
before. I had my doubts at first, but the more I
thought about that feedback, I saw how accurate it was.
The back-and-forth letters between Zoe
and her incarcerated father, Marcus, did
seem more suited to a younger audience.
Family relationships are commonly explored
in middle grade literature, and I could see
younger kids enjoying the epistolary elements
of the book.
I also thought about the more serious
themes in my novel: incarceration and systemic racism within the prison system. At first,
I wasn’t sure if this was okay for middle grade.
Were these topics too serious for that age
group? But then I discovered other middle
grade books that covered these kinds of topics. All Rise for the Honorable Perry T. Cook
by Leslie Connor and Ruby on the Outside by
Nora Raleigh Baskin also feature incarcerated parents. One Crazy Summer by Rita Williams Garcia discusses social justice issues.
There are many more examples of upper middle grade novels tackling tough topics. I realized that the serious themes in my book could
work for middle grade, if I handled them correctly.
Once I made the decision to turn this idea
into a middle grade novel, the obvious first
step was to age Zoe down. But that wasn’t as

simple as making her twelve years old. Her
voice had to change too.
Even though I hadn’t written much middle
grade before, I knew—partly from attending SCBWI conferences—that voice in middle
grade was super important. I had to nail Zoe’s
voice. She couldn’t sound too sophisticated or
too innocent. To prepare to write, I read a lot
of recent middle grade books, and listened to
actual kids speak.
The most challenging change for me was
shifting the way I wrote about Zoe’s reactions
to things. In YA, it’s common to have characters spend multiple paragraphs thinking about
their feelings. In middle grade, kids don’t usually over analyze their thoughts. Their reactions are more immediate. Coming from writing angsty teenagers, this was an adjustment,
and it took many drafts to get Zoe’s voice right.
I knew I’d made the right decision when the
first draft of the book as a middle grade flew
out of me. I wrote it faster than I’d written
all my previous novels. It just worked! When I
looked back at the YA novels I’d written before,
I realized that maybe the reason none of them
got me an agent or book deal was because my
voice didn’t quite fit. With From the Desk of Zoe
Washington, it finally did.
Now that I’m in the middle grade space, I’m
here to stay. I enjoy reading middle grade
novels in my free time, and as an author, I love
connecting with younger readers, as well as
teachers and librarians. I still love YA, and
may still write another YA novel one day, but
for now, I’m so grateful to have found my voice
in middle grade. ·
JANAE MARKS is an author of middle grade novels. Her debut From the Desk of Zoe Washington hit
the indie bestseller list and was named a Best Book
of the Year by Parents Magazine, Book Riot, Kirkus
Reviews, Booklist, Chicago Public Library and the
Boston Globe. Her second novel A Soft Place to Land
releases on September 14, 2021. She has an MFA in
Writing for Children from The New School, and lives
in Connecticut with her husband and daughter. Learn
more at www.janaemarks.com.
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Self-employed Individuals’

Write-offs for
Medical Insurance
BY J U L I A N B LO CK

I

receive many queries from individuals about how they should handle write-offs for medical expenses
when they itemize their deductions on
Form 1040’s Schedule A. What particularly vexes itemizers: The rules for medical deductions are so convoluted.
To improve their understanding of the rules, I
provide four easily digested explanations.

First:

I explain that they should resign themselves
to the cause of their concern, Internal Revenue Code Section 213. It imposes strict limits on
deductions for medical expenses.

Second:

Section 213 dumps their expenses into two categories. One is for expenditures that are covered by insurance or otherwise reimbursed. The
other is for those that aren’t covered, or, put
more plainly, are uninsured.
Individuals can’t claim those that are covered.
They can claim uninsured expenses.
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Third:

Only taxpayers who use Schedule A are able
to claim uninsured expenses. Taxpayers who use
the standard deduction amounts that are available to filers who don’t itemize can’t claim uninsured expenses.

Fourth:

Section 213 (a) ordains that itemizers will
never be able to deduct 100% of their uninsured expenses. It allows them just to the extent
that they exceed 7.5% of AGI, short for adjusted
gross income (line 8 (b) on the 1040 form).
An example: Freelance writer Sadie’s AGI is
$100,000. Her uninsured expenses are $10,000.
Sadie can’t deduct her first $7,500 of uninsured
expenses. Her allowable deduction drops to
$2,500.

What becomes of her writeoff when her AGI increases to
$133,400? It drops to zero.

The rules are more favorable for freelance
writers and other self-employed individuals.
Suppose Sadie writes a best-seller. What with
her book advance and royalties, plus payments

for film rights, and going about the lecture circuit, Sadie’s ho-hum AGI soars to well north of
one-million dollars.
While she sulks when I explain that a seven-figure AGI eviscerates any Schedule A
deduction for medical expenses, she smiles
when I mention a special break that’s available to all freelance writers. They don’t have
to list their insurance payments on Schedule A,
meaning they sidestep the usual nondeductible
floor of 7.5%.

What’s in it, she wonders, for
her? A lot.

She’s able to deduct 100% of her payments
for medical and dental insurance for herself,
her spouse, and dependents and children who
at the end of the year are under age twenty-seven. Ditto for her premiums for: Medicare
Part B and Part D; Medigap policies offered by
organizations like AARP; and qualifying longterm care insurance (deductible in an amount
that rises with age).
Where Sadie claims the insurance payments
on Form 1040. Only people who are their own
bosses are allowed to deduct payments on Line
16 of Schedule 1 of the 1040 form—the same
way that Sadie claims write-offs for, say, money
she moves into tax-deferred retirement plans
for self-employed individuals.
Who qualifies for Line 16 deductions? Only
those who are self-employed and operate their
businesses as sole proprietorships, partnerships, or limited liability companies.
An often-overlooked break: Those qualifying
includes self-employed persons who start to
make hefty payments to their own plans after
they lose jobs with companies that provide
employer-sponsored insurance plans.
Consistent with this approach, the IRS prohibits Line 16 deductions by newly minted
self-employed persons who buy COBRA coverage through their former employers’ groups
plans. They must use Schedule A to claim
COBRA payments.
Also qualifying are individuals who receive
wages from S corporations in which, for exam-

ple, they own more than 2% of the shares.
What are S corporations? Companies that
are taxed much the same way as partnerships are and that pass profits through to their
shareholders, who pay taxes at their individual
rates.
Other aspects of the special break that affect
writers and other freelancers. The break
becomes unavailable when self-employed
Sadie is covered by her spouse’s employer’s
insurance. When Sadie is eligible to participate
in a health plan maintained by her employer or
her spouse’s employer, she has to include insurance payments on Schedule A.
Similar rules apply when Sadie spends just
part of the year—a month or two, say—on staff
with a company or organization. No special
break for any month during the year in question for which she’s eligible to be covered by
an insurance plan provided by an organization
that employs Sadie or her spouse. That’s true
whether the employment is on a full- or parttime basis.
Another prohibition: Sadie can’t use insurance payments claimed on Line 16 to reduce
self-employment income when she fills out
Form 1040’s Schedule SE. Sadie has to base her
Schedule SE computations strictly on Schedule
C, on which she reports receipts and expenses
to arrive at a net profit.
How badly do things turn out when Sadie’s
premiums are so high and her Schedule C
income so low that the insurance costs her
more than she made for the year? An adamant
IRS insists that she say goodbye to any special
write-off for insurance payments that exceed
the net (receipts minus expenses) earnings
from her business. ·
JULIAN BLOCK is an attorney and author based in
Larchmont, New York. He has been cited as: “a leading tax professional” (New York Times); “an accomplished writer on taxes” (Wall Street Journal); and
“an authority on tax planning” (Financial Planning
Magazine). For information about his books, visit www.
julianblocktaxexpert.com.
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STORY BREATH:
INSPIRATION FOR PLOT AND
PACE IN PICTURE BOOKS
BY DA N I E L L E DAV I S

S

tory structure has elements
we’re familiar with: goal,
obstacles, dark night, triumph.
The question is, are picture book plots
different? Many of them have a traditional narrative arc for sure. But then
picture books are truly an assorted
form; they follow many different
paths.
I like to imagine picture book plot and pace
through the metaphor of breath. Story Breath.
WHY STORY BREATH?
I think picture books are different. Special.
Distinct. Story Breath helps capture the essence
of what animates a particular picture book and
inspire how you chart the plot and pace of yours.
Because just like breath, each has its own flow,
rhythms, patterns. Conceiving of picture book
structure this way allows for the movement and
energy of a given story and across all kinds.
Imagine how you modulate your breath when
reading one versus another. How you breathe
when reading aloud according to the pace or
at certain beats. And whether reading aloud,
silently, or signing, how kids gather around a
book, leaning in. How they are breathing along
too. Holding their breath at a page turn, mur-
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muring when new understanding falls into place,
gasping at a big surprise.
Breathing connects us as we share the experience of story, as we breathe together.
Story breath as metaphor for plot and pace
can apply to any kind of story: character-driven,
concept, primer on a subject, bedtime, funny,
folktale, wordless, biography, or something
totally experimental. (I use the word “story”
as shorthand even though some picture books
aren’t technically stories at all.)
The following six types of “Story Breath Beats”
convey a certain energy in structure, flow, and
tempo. Unlike the story arc we typically think
of with markers at particular points, breath
beats vary in terms of when, how, or even if they
appear in a story. A picture book may not have
all six breath beats. It might have more than
one of some. A story’s breath beats might be in
a totally different order than the one I present.
It’s all about that particular story.
INHALE
The first line or lines. The invitation. An inhale
welcomes the reader to a distinct world.
First Snow begins with a quiet, curious inhale:
“Shhhh, listen . . . do you hear something?”
The Field’s opening spread is a literal invitation to breathe in action and play: “Vini! Come!”
This inhale refrain repeats later in different
ways.
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A Song for Gwendolyn Brooks’s poetic inhale
beckons with setting, the figure at the story’s center, and a foreshadowing flower.
IN AND OUT BREATHS
These breaths permeate the whole story or a
section. They might be uniform, a cadence readers
come to rely on. They might be big ins and outs with
a series of challenges a character faces. They may
be bursts of laughter that punctuate or breaths
that get deeper and slower, lulling the reader to
sleep.
Crescent Moons and Pointed Minarets contains
a steady breath pattern throughout, a rhythm of
stanzas and spreads exploring shapes found in
Islamic art and architecture all over the world.
First Snow’s inhales and exhales gently build and
build in the first two-thirds, not unlike how a rolled
snowball grows.
I Don’t Want To Be A Frog’s breaths are spirited
and punchy, a conversation popping with comedy.
HELD BREATH
A pause, waiting for something to unfold or be
revealed. A moment of suspense, sometimes a
question—stated or implied—at a page-turn.
In wordless Lines, we hold our breath when the
skater’s in the air, waiting to find out if they’ll land
the jump.
Crab Cake has a held breath as we wait to find
out what happens after a terrible thing, whether

anyone can help.
After The Fall contains a held breath right in the
middle with: “Unfortunately, accidents happen . . .”
enticing a page-turn to discover what’s gone
wrong.
MURMUR
A murmur is a change, a shift. It might be a murmur of facing a problem. Enduring a dark night. It
might be a murmur of insight, reflection, or recommitment, a new understanding or direction. This is
a breath when the reader connects: “Hmmm,” I see
anew. “Hmmm,” I feel that too.
You Matter is full of murmurs—of piecing together
how the words and image make a whole.
Crescent Moons and Pointed Minarets closes in
the evening with a murmur of meaningful reflection
under a moon and minarets.
In Drum Dream Girl, each dream spread feels
like a murmur, a reverberating wish we feel along
with the main character.
GASP
A big moment, whether triumphant or devastating. A gasp of shock or wonder or wow. Sometimes,
it’s wordless.
In The Field, when we turn the page and see it’s
raining during the futbol game, we gasp in surprise
and disappointment.
Crab Cake gives us one giant, devastating gasp
about halfway through and then takes a couple of
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wordless spreads to let that gasp sink in.
After The Fall has a triumphant, glowing
gasp very near its finish, total awe.
EXHALE
The ultimate out-breath is at the end,
either on the last spread or after the story,
book closed. A conclusion, a takeaway. It
may be a final giggle. Tears. One last sigh.
We get to laugh at the close of Crab Cake,
relieved that all is well, rewarded with a
familiar punchline.
Our exhale on the last page of A Song
For Gwendolyn Brooks sends us right back
to revisit the inhale of the very first page,
a satisfying circle in the shape of a “furious
flower.”
Lines exhales with a sigh of renewal and
joy, knowing mistakes are but a moment, but
trying again is endless, full of play and payoff.
ACTIVITY:
If you’d like, you can make a mockup of
your picture book text. Read it aloud and
track the flow of Story Breath. You might
also draw it in a line however you would
represent it; then label any breath beats.
How does the lens of Story Breath inform
the plot and pace? Does it inspire changes?
What happens to your breath as you read?
How might you rearrange, heighten, or add
breath beats to your story? ·
DANIELLE DAVIS’S first middle grade novel
was Zinnia and the Bees. Her first picture book, To
Make illustrated by Mags DeRoma, will be out in
2022. She has an MA in literature and creative
writing. She grew up in Singapore and Hong Kong
and now reads, writes, and roller skates in Los
Angeles (where she also leads online picture book
revision workshops). Find Danielle at This Picture
Book Life, her blog, or This Writer’s Life, her creative writing YouTube channel for kids. More at
www.DanielleDavisReadsandWrites.com
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Picture books
mentioned:
First Snow
by Bomi Park.
The Field
by Baptiste Paul, pictures by
Jacqueline Alcántara.
A Song For Gwendolyn Brooks
by Alice Faye Duncan, illustrated
by Xia Gordon.
Lines
by Suzy Lee.
Crescent Moons and Pointed Minarets:
A Muslim Book of Shapes
by Hena Khan, illustrated by
Mehrdokht Amini.
I Don’t Want To Be A Frog
by Dev Petty, illustrated by Mike Boldt.
Crab Cake: Turning The Tide Together
by Andrea Tsurumi.
After The Fall
by Dan Santat.
You Matter
by Christian Robinson.
Drum Dream Girl: How One Girl’s
Courage Changed Music
by Margarita Engle and Rafael López.
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This Article is Not
for Translators
(IT’S FOR EVERYONE!)
BY AV E R Y F I S CH E R U DAGAWA
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e in SCBWI use language constantly, but
here’s a sobering fact:
Every two weeks, a language of the
world disappears. Humanity is facing
a linguistic diversity crisis along with
the biodiversity crisis.
“Languages, with their complex implications for identity, communication, social integration, education and development,” are
vitally important to humanity and Earth,
according to the UN.

Can we in SCBWI
help?
Yes! There is a simple, powerful action
we can all take: #NameTheTranslator. We
can name the translator of translated
books wherever we name the author. It’s
that simple.

How does this help
with linguistic
diversity?

Books written in the global language
of English now circle the world, making it
harder for writers in Languages Other
Than English (LOTE) to compete, even in
their home markets. In this context, we
do not want the world’s writers to have
to switch to writing in English to survive.
Instead, we hope they can carry on writing in their languages—keeping languages
alive!—while also earning royalty income
from translations of their books into
English and other languages. This is where
translators come in.
Like writers and illustrators, translators work as freelance creatives, earning
the copyright to their translations while
authors retain copyright to the original
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work. Like writers and illustrators, translators must be credited to establish a publication history, build a network, pursue
professional development, and continue
translating books.
The PEN America Model Contract for
Literary Translation states, “The Translator’s name shall appear . . . wherever
the Author’s name appears,” including on
the cover and title page of every translated book and in its publicity and ad
copy. The same principle needs to apply
in book reviews, festival and library programs, podcasts, blog posts, book talks, on
social media, and wherever else we talk
about translated books. When we do not
#NameTheTranslator, we normalize others not doing so.
Whether we are writers, illustrators, translators, publishers, parents,
librarians, teachers, reviewers, consumers, or several of the above (!), we can
#NameTheTranslator.
Newbery Medal-winning author Linda
Sue Park recently tweeted, “Authors, are
you in the fortunate position of having
translated editions of your books? I just
made a request for the translator’s name
to be put on the cover of all future editions. Maybe you’d like to do the same?”
(February 21, 2021)
Multiple Batchelder Award-winning
translator Laura Watkinson pins a Tweet
that gently reminds tastemakers, “Books
don’t translate themselves! Thanks!”
SCBWI itself welcomes translators—now
in more than seventy regions—and helps to
make them visible, naming individual translators and/or their vocation at events and
online. At SCBWI: The Blog, head blogger
Lee Wind now ends each post with “Illustrate, Translate, and Write On.” (Thank
you, Lee!)
And, as this issue of The Bulletin goes
live, SCBWI is launching a translation
landing spot online: translation.scbwi.org
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Visitors to this landing
spot can . . .
• Read interviews with SCBWI translators
• Peruse info about translator rights, rates,
and contracts
• Learn how more translators can connect
with SCBWI and vice versa

Regardless of whether you yourself are a
translator, click by and visit! And remember, it
matters when you #NameTheTranslator.
The English-language children’s book industry is still waking up to #NameTheTranslator—
just as, not long ago, it woke up to the need to
credit illustrators. Change is afoot.

SCBWI’s voice is heard in publishing, and
you and I are SCBWI. Let’s speak up and make
change! Let’s side with the world’s authors,
translators, and languages—and with young
readers, who need stories from all over this
small sphere on their shelves. ·
AVERY FISCHER UDAGAWA serves as SCBWI International and Japan Translator Coordinator. Her translations from Japanese to English include the middle
grade historical novel J-Boys: Kazuo’s World, Tokyo,
1965 by Shogo Oketani and the middle grade fantasy
Temple Alley Summer by Sachiko Kashiwaba, illustrated by Miho Satake, an “instant classic” per a Kirkus
starred review.

Book covers that #NameTheTranslator
Let’s applaud and emulate this practice!
Wondrous Journeys in Strange Lands
by Sonia Nimr, translated from Arabic
by Marcia Lynx Qualey (Interlink Books,
2020)
The Beast Warrior by Nahoko Uehashi,
translated from Japanese by Cathy
Hirano (Holt Books for Young Readers,
2020)

A Story about Cancer (with a Happy Ending) by India Desjardins, illustrated by
Marianne Ferrer, translated from Quebec French by Solange Ouellet (Frances
Lincoln Children’s Books, 2019).
Bronze and Sunflower by Cao Wenxuan,
translated from Chinese by Helen Wang
(Candlewick, 2017).
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Clubhouse
KATIE SCHON

The New Kid
in Town
BY G REG P I N CUS
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N

ew social media platforms
start up all the time. Some
fill niches, some disappear
after never finding a crowd, and
every now and then, one becomes a
popular “buzz” network. During the
pandemic, the network Clubhouse
certainly fell into that latter category. Offering the opportunity to
talk to people, particularly during
a period of time when many felt
isolated, might have been a case of
“right place, right time,” but it’s not
hard to see how Clubhouse would
catch on regardless since it stands
out from the existing ‘big’ networks.
What exactly is Clubhouse and is it
really something writers and illustrators should think of joining as part of
their social media presence? As always,
doing your creative work comes first
and only you know what time you have to
give to anything else. But if you have the
time, here’s a brief exploration to give
you a sense of whether Clubhouse might
be worth diving into.
Clubhouse is an audio-only social
network that runs off an app, not your
desktop. At the moment, there are barriers to entry on Clubhouse, which is a
definite drawback. One barrier is that
the network only offers an iPhone app,
though they have said the Android app
will be available by early summer. The
second barrier is that to join Clubhouse,
you currently need an invitation from an
existing member—and existing members
only get a few invites—or you need to
sign up on the app’s waitlist and . . . wait.
Signing up on the waitlist also lets you
reserve your name on Clubhouse, which
is good to do, and while anecdotally, the

wait times appear to be getting shorter,
it is not instant access.
Expansion on Clubhouse has been
rapid since launching in April of 2020,
however, and now with over 10,000,000
users, invitations are easier to come by.
If you want to join, it’s worth asking folks
you know if they have an invite or ask
groups you’re a part of on other social
media, too.
It’s worth noting that not all members of Clubhouse will want to invite you,
and it’s not because they don’t like you.
Something to know about Clubhouse is
that if you do send out an invite, you also
have to grant the app access to your
phone’s contacts list. When you do that
(and you can do it at signup, as well, if
you so desire), you’ll also be told which
people in your contacts are already on
Clubhouse so you can find them there.
Relatedly, when you first sign up, you’ll
also learn which friends of yours have
already shared your information with
Clubhouse as you’ll be alerted that they
are on the app.
For many, however, sharing contact
information is a privacy concern. While
Clubhouse is not the first app to gather
information in this way, at the moment it
does not have any way to protect your
privacy in this regard. Based on prior
networks, it is likely that at some point
Clubhouse will allow more control here,
so keep an eye on that if this issue concerns you. And again, simply joining does
not require you to share your contacts.
The barriers to entry may lead to
delays signing up but are also likely to
disappear as Clubhouse continues its
rapid growth. And once you’re on, the
basics of Clubhouse will seem familiar to
users of other networks—you add a bio
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and a picture, and, if you want, link your
Twitter and Instagram accounts. You follow people, and folks can follow you. Once
you’re on, you’re free to talk or listen.
Conversations happen in rooms started
by users and truly ran the gamut of topics.
It’s easy to explore what Clubhouse
offers—they envision the exploration as
you walking down a hallway and looking
at all the rooms that you could go into—or
you can start your own chat. You can also
join Clubs and be alerted to all of those
Clubs’ planned chats. Put another way, if
the world were Clubhouse, SCBWI would
be a Club and each conference, webinar,
and mingle would be a chat. You can form
your own Club, as well, though it takes a
few weeks to do so. Once you follow people or join Clubs, you’ll get alerts on your
phone about rooms opening or being
scheduled—joining in is as easy as tapping the alert.
Clubhouse rooms are divided into a
stage and an audience—if you’re on stage,
you can speak and everyone can hear
you; in the audience, you cannot speak,
though you can raise your hand and then
be brought onto the stage by the moderators of the room. Rooms can be huge or
just two people talking and every size in
between. There’s no messaging or chat,
so no distractions, and it’s all audio so no
visuals to pay attention to, either.
One of the things that sets Clubhouse
apart from other networks is that if someone is talking in a room, then they really
are present and available, whereas on
other networks you can schedule updates
or just put something up and move on
instantly. The ability to interact in real
time creates lots of opportunity for forging meaningful interactions and connections, and that’s a key part of what makes
social media so powerful.
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When it comes to Clubhouse and its
ability to help children’s writers and
illustrators professionally, author Anna
Crowley Redding—who writes fiction and
nonfiction from picture book to YA—sees
both direct and indirect opportunities.
“I’ve been able to drop into conversations
with teachers, school administrators, and
librarians, and been able to help them
and connect with them.” Redding notes
how international and diverse the rooms
can be and how “walls and obstacles
come down” as people share and listen.
“It has the ability to burst through any
bubble you’re sitting in, and that’s exciting
for kidlit. And I don’t think it’s as possible
on any other social media.”
Rajani LaRocca, who writes picture
books and middle grade, also sees the
ability to connect meaningfully on Clubhouse, in part because “You listen to what
people say, and what you say in response
to that shows you’ve been listening. That’s
refreshing.” Anyone who’s spent time trying to have an in-depth conversation via
a stream of short comments among other
people’s comments might also note how
different that sounds from many social
media experiences, too.
Both LaRocca and Redding imagine
launch parties happening on Clubhouse
or branching out in different ways to talk
about a project. As an example, for LaRocca’s new middle grade, Red, White, and
Whole, she could bring together a room
of oncologists to talk about a particular
part of the story, rather than a broader,
more traditional book talk. It’s not direct
selling, of course, but a conversation like
that offers value to a community and
a point of connection, as well. And in all
these situations, Clubhouse allows connection with people you might otherwise
never cross paths with, so it opens up new
possibilities each time you are in a room.
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Clubhouse also offers the ability to
hear from experts—NASA scientists
talking about the latest from Mars, for
example—and the potential to ask questions, as well, offering amazing research
opportunities. Plus, there are also
rooms full of people who want to learn
about books where the moderators give
you an opportunity to talk about your
own, so direct promotion is available.
Not everything on a network has to
be about promotion or marketing or
research, of course. Redding and LaRocca have just started a new Club, Write
Talk 4 Kidlit, with a focus on mid-career
writers of children’s literature and the
issues specific to folks at that stage. This
combination of social, professional, supportive, and engaged conversation is
quite reminiscent of an SCBWI mingle
but one not constrained by geography.
Other Clubs exist covering other areas
of children’s literature, as well, and no
doubt more will spring up soon.
Like all social networks, there’s a
learning curve to Clubhouse, a time
commitment if you choose to dive in, and
the basic fact that it might not be a fit for
you. There’s no one network you have to
be on and no one thing you have to do
other than create your next work. But if
you love listening and talking, Clubhouse
is currently the buzzed about place to
jump in . . . and there’s already a community of children’s literature people there
to welcome you. ·

One of the
things that sets
Clubhouse apart
from other networks is that if
someone is talking
in a room, then
they really are
present and available, whereas on
other networks
you can schedule
updates or just put
something up
and move on
instantly.

GREG PINCUS is a contributing editor reporting on industry trends as well as legal and
legislative issues of concern to authors and
illustrators. He writes middle grade, poetry,
and too many emails. You can find him online
on Twitter @gregpincus or at www.gregpincus.com.
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People
E D I T E D BY RE VA S O LO M O N

For there is always light, if only we’re
brave enough to see it. If only we’re
brave enough to be it.

Deborah Wiles - Kent State Odyssey Award for best audiobook produced for children and/
or young adults, available in English
in the United States - produced by
The Hill We Climb — Amanda S. C. Gorman (March 7, 1998 - ) poet/activist - Paul R. Gagne for Scholastic Audio
the 1st National Youth Poet Laureate
- 2021 Odyssey Award winner narrated by Christopher Gebauer,
Lauren Ezzo, Christina Delaine,
AWARDS
American Institute of Physics 2020 Johnny Heller, Roger Wayne, Korey
Science Communication Award; Jackson, and David de Vries.
Nikki Grimes - Kamala Harris: SCBWI Golden Kite Honor book.
Rooted in Justice (Simon & SchusLiza Wiemer - The Assignment
ter / Atheneum BFYR. K-5) illustraLesléa Newman - The Sydney (Delacorte Press, 2020) - A YALSA
tor Laura Freeman - list of 2021 Taylor Book Award - Gold Medal- 2021 Best Fiction for YA nomiNotable Social Studies Trade books ist - Picture Book category - Wel- nee; A 2020 Nerdy Book Club Best
for Young People; nominated for the coming Elijah: A Passover Tale with Young Adult Novel winner; A 2021
2021 NAACP Image Award for Out- a Tail (Charlesbridge) illustrated by Milwaukee County Teen Book Award
standing Literary Work - Children; Susan Gal. The Sydney Taylor Book nominee; A Sydney Taylor Book
Ordinary Hazards (Boyd’s Mills Award is presented annually to out- Award 2021 Notable for Young
Press, 2019) selected by the Mis- standing books for children and Adults.
souri Association of School Librar- teens that authentically portray the
ians for its 2021-2022 Readers Jewish experience. Presented since Jane Yolen - Miriam at the River Awards final nominee list.
1968 by the Association of Jewish (Kar-Ben Publishing, a division of
Libraries, an affiliate of the Ameri- Lerner Publishing Group) The SydCurtis Manley - nonfiction - Just can Library Association, the award ney Taylor Book Award - Silver
Right: Searching for the Goldi- encourages the publication and Medalist Award - Picture Book catlocks Planet - illustrated by Jessica widespread use of quality Judaic egory - illustrated by Khoa Le.
Lanan (Roaring Brook Press, 2019) literature
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The American Library Association (ALA) announced the top books, digital media, video and audio books for children and young adults—including the
Caldecott, Coretta Scott King, Newbery, and Printz Awards—at its Midwinter
Meeting & Exhibits taking place virtually from Chicago.
A list of all the 2021 award winners follows:

John Newbery Medal for the most
outstanding contribution to children’s literature:
When You Trap a Tiger (Random
House Children’s Books, a division of
Penguin Random House).
Tae Keller - 2021 Newbery Medal
winner.
Five Newbery Honor Books also
named:
All Thirteen: The Incredible Cave
Rescue of the Thai Boys’ Soccer
Team (Candlewick Press)
Christina Soontornvat; BOX:
Henry Brown Mails Himself to Freedom (Candlewick Press)
Carole Boston Weatherford illustrated by Michele Wood; Fighting Words (Dial Books for Young
Readers, an imprint of Penguin Random House) Kimberly Brubaker
Bradley; We Dream of Space
(Greenwillow Books, an imprint
of HarperCollins Publishers) Erin
Entrada Kelly - illustrated by Erin
Entrada Kelly and Celia Krampien; A Wish in the Dark (Candlewick
Press) Christina Soontornvat.

oux Books for Young Readers, an
imprint of Macmillan Publishing
Group) Zetta Elliott - illustrated
by Noa Denmon; The Cat Man of
Aleppo (G.P. Putnam’s Sons, an
imprint of Penguin Random House)
Irene Latham & Karim Shamsi-Basha - illustrated by Yuko Shimizu; Me & Mama (Denene Millner
Books/Simon & Schuster Books for
Young Readers) illustrated and
written by Cozbi A. Cabrera; Outside In (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
Deborah Underwood - illustrated
by Cindy Derby.
Coretta Scott King Book Awards
recognizing an African American
author and illustrator of outstanding books for children and young
adults:
Coretta Scott King (Author) Book
Award:
Before the Ever After (Nancy
Paulsen Books, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC) by
Jacqueline Woodson.

Randolph Caldecott Medal for the
most distinguished American picture book for children:
We Are Water Protectors (Roaring Brook Press, a division of Holtzbrinck Publishing Holdings).
Carole Lindstrom - illustrated by
Michaela Goade - 2021 Caldecott
Medal winner.

Three King Author Honor Books
were selected:
All the Days Past, All the Days to
Come (Viking, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC) Mildred
D. Taylor; King and the Dragonflies (Scholastic Press, an imprint of
Scholastic Inc) Kacen Callender.;
Lifting as We Climb: Black Women’s
Battle for the Ballot Box (Viking, an
Four Caldecott Honor Books imprint of Penguin Random House
named:
LLC) Evette Dionne.
A Place Inside of Me: A Poem to
Heal the Heart (Farrar Straus GirSPRING 2021

Coretta Scott King (Illustrator)
Book Award:
R-E-S-P-E-C-T: Aretha Franklin,
the Queen of Soul (Atheneum Books
for Young Readers, an imprint of
Simon and Schuster Children’s Publishing Division) illustrated by Frank
Morrison - written by Carole Boston Weatherford.
Three King Illustrator Honor
Books were selected:
Magnificent Homespun Brown: A
Celebration (Tilbury House Publishers) illustrated by Kaylani Juanita, written by Samara Cole Doyon;
Exquisite: The Poetry and Life of
Gwendolyn Brooks (Abrams Books
for Young Readers, an imprint
of ABRAMS) illustrated by Cozbi
A. Cabrera, written by Suzanne
Slade; Me & Mama (Denene Millner Books/Simon & Schuster Books
for Young Readers) illustrated and
written by Cozbi A. Cabrera.
Coretta Scott King/John Steptoe
New Talent Author Award:
Legendborn
(Margaret
K.
McElderry Books, an imprint of
Simon & Schuster Children’s Publishing Division) written by Tracy
Deonn.
Coretta Scott King – Virginia Hamilton Award for Lifetime Achievement:
Dorothy L. Guthrie is the winner of the Coretta Scott King – Virginia Hamilton Award for Lifetime
Achievement. The award pays tribute to the quality and magnitude
of beloved children’s author Virginia Hamilton. Dorothy L. Guthrie is
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an award-winning retired librarian,
district administrator, author, and
school board member. A respected
children’s literature advocate,
Guthrie promotes and affirms the
rich perspectives of African Americans. Her work, “Integrating African
American Literature in the Library
and Classroom,” inspires educators with African American literature. Guthrie founded the first African American museum in her home,
Gaston County, North Carolina.
Michael L. Printz Award for excellence in literature written for young
adults:
Everything Sad Is Untrue (a true
story) (Arthur A. Levine, an imprint
of Levine Querido) written by
Daniel Nayeri.

(Sourcebooks eXplore, an imprint of
Sourcebook Kids) by Annette Bay
Pimente - illustrated by Nabi H. Ali;
Itzhak: A Boy who Loved the Violin (Abrams Books for Young Readers, an imprint of Abrams) by Tracy
Newman - illustrated by Abigail
Halpin.
Show Me a Sign (Scholastic Press,
an imprint of Scholastic Inc.) by Ann
Clare LeZotte is the winner for
middle grades (ages 11-13).
Two honor books for middle grades
were selected:
Get a Grip, Vivy Cohen! (Dial Books
for Young Readers, an imprint of
Penguin Young Readers, a division
of Penguin Random House LLC) by
Sarah Kapit; When Stars Are Scattered (Dial Books for Young Readers, an imprint of Penguin Young
Readers, a division of Penguin Random House LLC) by Victoria Jamieson and Omar Mohamed - illustrated by Victoria Jamieson, color
by Iman Geddy;
This Is My Brain in Love (Little Brown and Company, a division of Hachette Book Group) by
I.W. Gregorio is the winner for
teens (ages 13-18). No honor book
for teens was selected.

Four Printz Honor Books also were
named:
Apple (Skin to the Core) - (Arthur A.
Levine, an imprint of Levine Querido)
by Eric Gansworth; Dragon Hoops
(First Second Books, an imprint
of Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group) created by Gene Luen
Yang - color by Lark Pien; Every
Body Looking (Dutton Books for
Young Readers, an imprint of Penguin Young Readers, a division of
Penguin Random House) by Candice Alex Awards for the 10 best adult
Iloh; We Are Not Free (Houghton books that appeal to teen audiMifflin Harcourt) by Traci Chee.
ences:
Black Sun by Rebecca Roanhorse,
Schneider Family Book Award published by Saga Press/Gallery
for books that embody an artistic Books, an imprint of Simon & Schusexpression of the disability experi- ter
ence:
The House in the Cerulean Sea by
I Talk Like a River (Neal Por- TJ Klune, published by Tor Books,
ter Books/Holiday House) Jordan an imprint of Tom Doherty AssociScott - illustrated by Sydney Smith ates, a division of Macmillan
- wins the award for young children The Impossible First: From Fire to
(ages 0 to 10).
Ice - Crossing Antarctica Alone by
Colin O’Brady, published by ScribTwo honor books for young chil- ner, an imprint of Simon & Schuster
dren were selected:
Kent State: Four Dead in Ohio
All the Way to the Top: How One by Derf Backderf, published by
Girl’s Fight for Americans with Abrams Comicarts
Disabilities Changed Everything The Kids Are Gonna Ask by
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Gretchen Anthony, published by
Park Row Books, an imprint of Harlequin, a division of HarperCollins
Publishers
The Only Good Indians by Stephen
Graham Jones, published by Saga
Press/Gallery Books, an imprint of
Simon & Schuster
Plain Bad Heroines by Emily M.
Danforth, published by William
Morrow, an imprint of HarperCollins
Riot Baby by Tochi Onyebuchi,
published by Tordotcom, an imprint
of Tom Doherty Associates, a division of Macmillan
Solutions and Other Problems by Allie Brosh, published by
Gallery Books, an imprint of Simon
& Schuster
We Ride Upon Sticks: A Novel by
Quan Barry, published by Pantheon
Books, a division of Penguin Random
House
Children’s
Literature
Legacy
Award honors an author or illustrator whose books, published in
the United States, have made, over
a period of years, a substantial and
lasting contribution to literature for
children through books that demonstrate integrity and respect for all
children’s lives and experiences.
The 2021 winner is Mildred D. Taylor, whose award-winning works
include Roll of Thunder, Hear My
Cry, the 1977 Newbery Medal winner and a Coretta Scott King (CSK)
Author honor; The Land the 2002
CSK Author Award winner; The Road
to Memphis the 1991 CSK Author
Award winner; All the Days Past,
All the Days to Come; and The Gold
Cadillac among other titles.
Margaret A. Edwards Award for
lifetime achievement in writing for
young adults:
The 2021 winner is Kekla Magoon.
Her books include: X: A Novel (Candlewick Press) co-written by Ilyasah Shabazz; How It Went Down

(Henry Holt and Co. Books for Young
Readers, an imprint of Macmillan
Children’s Publishing Group); The
Rock and the River and Fire in the
Streets both published by Aladdin,
an imprint of Simon & Schuster Children’s Publishing.

of Penguin Random House Audio,
written by Kimberly Brubaker
Bradley and narrated by Bahni
Turpin; Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You produced by Robert Van Kolken for Hachette Audio,
written by Jason Reynolds and
Ibram X. Kendi and narrated by
Jason Reynolds with an introduction
by Ibram X. Kendi; and When Stars
Are Scattered produced by Kelly
Gildea & Julie Wilson for Listening
Library, an imprint of Penguin Random House Audio, written by Victoria Jamieson and Omar Mohamed
and narrated by Faysal Ahmed,
Barkhad Abdi and a full cast.

Mildred L. Batchelder Award for
an outstanding children’s book originally published in a language other
than English in a country other than
the United States, and subsequently
translated into English for publication in the United States:
Telephone Tales - 2021 Batchelder
Award winner. Originally published
in Italian as Favole al telefono written by Gianni Rodari, illustrated Pura Belpré Awards honoring a
by Valerio Vidali, translated by Latinx writer and illustrator whose
Antony Shugaar and published by children’s books best portray,
Enchanted Lion Books.
affirm and celebrate the Latino cultural experience:
One Honor Book selected
¡Vamos! Let’s Go Eat illustrated
Catherine’s War (HarperAlley, an and written by Raúl Gonzalez, is
imprint of HarperCollins Publish- the Belpré Illustrator Award winers), Julia Billet - illustrated by ner. The book was published by VerClaire Fauvel and translated from sify, an imprint of Houghton Mifflin
French by Ivanka Hahnenberger.
Harcourt.
Odyssey Award for best audiobook produced for children and/or
young adults, available in English in
the United States:
Kent State produced by Paul R.
Gagne for Scholastic Audio - 2021
Odyssey Award winner - written
by Deborah Wiles and narrated by
Christopher Gebauer, Lauren Ezzo,
Christina Delaine, Johnny Heller,
Roger Wayne, Korey Jackson, and
David de Vries.

One Belpré Illustrator Honor Book
was named:
Sharuko: El Arqueólogo Peruano/
Peruvian Archaeologist Julio C.
Tello illustrated by Elisa Chavarri,
written by Monica Brown and published by Children’s Book Press, an
imprint of Lee & Low Books, Inc.

Lupe Wong Won’t Dance written by
Donna Barba Higuera and published by Levine Querido.
Furia written by Yamile Saied
Méndez, is the Pura Belpré Young
Adult Author Award winner. The
book is published by Algonquin
Young Readers, an imprint of Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill.
Two Belpré Young Adult Author
Honor Books were named:
Never Look Back written by Lilliam
Rivera and published by Bloomsbury YA, and We Are Not from Here
written by Jenny Torres Sanchez
and published by Philomel Books, an
imprint of Penguin Random House.
Robert F. Sibert Informational
Book Award for most distinguished
informational book for children:
Honeybee: The Busy Life of Apis
Mellifera written by Candace
Fleming and illustrated by Eric
Rohmann, is the Sibert Award winner. The book is published by Neal
Porter Books/Holiday House.
Three Sibert Honor Books were
named:
How We Got to the Moon: The People, Technology, and Daring Feats of
Science Behind Humanity’s Greatest Adventure written and illustrated by John Rocco, published by
Crown Books for Young Readers, an
imprint of Random House Children’s
Books, a division of Penguin Random House; Exquisite: The Poetry
and Life of Gwendolyn Brooks written by Suzanne Slade, illustrated
by Cozbi A. Cabrera, published by
Abrams Books for Young Readers,
an imprint of ABRAMS; and All Thirteen: The Incredible Cave Rescue of
the Thai Boys’
Soccer Team written by Christina
Soontornvat, published by Candlewick Press.

Pura Belpré Children’s Author
Award winner.
Efrén Divided written by Ernesto
Cisneros, is the The book is pubFour Odyssey Honor Audiobooks lished by Harper, an imprint of
selected:
HarperCollins Publishers.
Clap When You Land produced by
Caitlin Garing for HarperAudio, a Two Belpré Children’s Author
division of HarperCollins Publish- Honor Books named:
ers, written by Elizabeth Acevedo The Total Eclipse of Nestor Lopez
and narrated by Elizabeth Acevedo written by Adrianna Cuevas and
and Melania-Luisa Marte; Fighting published by Farrar Straus Giroux The Excellence in Early LearnWords produced by Karen Dziekon- Books for Young Readers, an imprint ing Digital Media Award is given to
ski for Listening Library, an imprint of Macmillan Publishing Group, and a digital media producer that has
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created distinguished digital media
for an early learning audience:
The 2021 Excellence in Early
Learning Digital Media Award winner is “The Imagine Neighborhood,” produced by Committee for
Children.
One honor title was named:
“Sesame Street Family Play: Caring for Each Other,” produced by
Sesame Workshop.
Stonewall Book Award - Mike Morgan & Larry Romans Children’s &
Young Adult Literature Award given
annually to English-language children’s and young adult books of
exceptional merit relating to the
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender experience:
We Are Little Feminists: Families written by Archaa Shrivastav,
designed by Lindsey Blakely and
published by Little Feminist - 2021
recipient of the Stonewall Book
Awards – Mike Morgan & Larry
Romans Children’s & Young Adult
Literature Award.
Four Honor Books were selected:
Beetle & The Hollowbones illustrated and written by Aliza Layne
and published by Atheneum Books
for Young Readers, an imprint of
Simon & Schuster Children’s Publishing Division; Darius the Great
Deserves Better written by Adib
Khorram and published by Dial
Books, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC; Felix Ever After
written by Kacen Callender and
published by Balzer + Bray, an
imprint of HarperCollins Publishers; and You Should See Me in a
Crown written by Leah Johnson
and published by Scholastic Press,
an imprint of Scholastic Inc.
Theodor Seuss Geisel Award for
the most distinguished beginning
reader book is:
See the Cat: Three Stories About a
Dog written by David LaRochelle,
illustrated by Mike Wohnoutka and
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published by Candlewick Press.
Four Geisel Honor Books were
named:
The Bear in My Family written
and illustrated by Maya Tatsukawa and published by Dial Books
for Young Readers, an imprint of
Penguin Young Readers, a division of Penguin Random House;
Ty’s Travels: Zip, Zoom! written by
Kelly Starling Lyons, illustrated by
Nina Mata and published by HarperCollins Children’s Books, a division of HarperCollins Publishers;
What About Worms!? written and
illustrated by Ryan T. Higgins and
published by Hyperion Books for
Children, an imprint of Disney Book
Group; and Where’s Baby? written and illustrated by Anne Hunter
and published by Tundra Books of
Northern New York, an imprint of
Penguin Random House Canada
Young Readers, a Penguin Random
House Company.
William C. Morris Award for a
debut book published by a firsttime author writing for teens:
If These Wings Could Fly written by
Kyrie McCauley, is the 2021 Morris Award winner. The book is published by Katherine Tegen Books,
an imprint of HarperCollins.
Four other books were finalists for
the award:
Black Girl Unlimited: The Remarkable Story of a Teenage Wizard
written by Echo Brown and published by Christy Ottaviano Books/
Henry Holt and Co. Books for Young
Readers, an imprint of Macmillan
Children’s Publishing Group; The
Black Kids written by Christina
Hammonds Reed and published by
Simon & Schuster Books for Young
Readers, an imprint of Simon &
Schuster Children’s Publishing; It
Sounded Better in My Head written
by Nina Kenwood and published by
Flatiron Books, Macmillan Publishers; and Woven in Moonlight written by Isabel Ibañez and published
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by Page Street Publishing.
YALSA Award for Excellence in
Nonfiction for Young Adults:
The Rise and Fall of Charles Lindbergh written by Candace Fleming, is the 2021 Excellence winner.
The book is published by Schwartz
and Wade, an imprint of Random
House Children’s Books, a division
of Penguin Random House.
Four other books were finalists for
the award:
All Thirteen: The Incredible Cave
Rescue of the Thai Boys’ Soccer
Team written by Christina Soontornvat and published by Candlewick Press; The Cat I Never Named:
A True Story of Love, War, and Survival written by Amra Sabic-ElRayess with Laura L. Sullivan and
published by Bloomsbury YA; How
We Got to the Moon: The People,
Technology, and Daring Feats of
Science Behind Humanity’s Greatest Adventure written and illustrated by John Rocco and published by Crown Books for Young
Readers, an imprint of Random
House Children’s Books, a division
of Penguin Random House; and You
Call This Democracy?: How to Fix
Our Democracy and Deliver Power
to the People written by Elizabeth
Rusch and published by Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt Books for Young
Readers, a division of Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt.
Asian/Pacific American Award for
Literature. The award promotes
Asian/Pacific American culture
and heritage and is awarded based
on literary and artistic merit. The
award offers three youth categories including Picture Book, Children’s Literature and Youth Literature. The award is administered by
the Asian Pacific American Librarians Association (APALA), an affiliate of the American Library Association. This year’s winners include:
The Picture Book winner is Paper

Son: The Inspiring Story of Tyrus
Wong, Immigrant and Artist written
by Julie Leung, illustrated by Chris
Sasaki and published by Schwartz &
Wade, an imprint of Random House
Children’s Books, a division of Penguin Random House.
The committee selected one Picture Book honor title:
Danbi Leads the School Parade
written and illustrated by Anna Kim
and published by Viking Children’s
Books, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC.
The Children’s Literature winner
is:
When You Trap a Tiger written by
Tae Keller and published by Random House Children’s Books, a division of Penguin Random House.
The committee selected one children’s literature honor title:
Prairie Lotus written by Linda
Sue Park and published by Clarion
Books, an imprint of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Books for Young Readers, a division of Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt.
The Youth Literature winner is:
This Light Between Us written by
Andrew Fukuda and published by
Tor Teen. The committee selected
one Youth Literature honor title:
Displacement written by Kiku
Hughes and published by First Second, an imprint of Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group.
The Sydney Taylor Book Award is
presented annually to outstanding books for children and teens
that authentically portray the Jewish experience. Presented since
1968 by the Association of Jewish
Libraries, an affiliate of the American Library Association, the award
encourages the publication and
widespread use of quality Judaic
literature.
This year’s Gold Medalists include:
in the Picture Book category, Welcoming Elijah: A Passover Tale with
a Tail by Lesléa Newman, illus-

trated by Susan Gal and published by Charlesbridge; in the
Middle Grades category, Turtle
Boy by M. Evan Wolkenstein and
published by Delacorte Books for
Young Readers, an imprint of Random House Children’s Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC;
and in the Young Adult category,
Dancing at the Pity Party written
and illustrated by Tyler Feder and
published by Dial Books, an imprint
of Penguin Random House LLC.
Sydney Taylor Book Award Silver
Medalists include:
In the Picture Book category, I
Am the Tree of Life: My Jewish Yoga
Book by Mychal Copeland, illustrated by André Ceolin and published by Apples and Honey Press,
an imprint of Behrman House, and
Miriam at the River by Jane Yolen,
illustrated by Khoa Le and published by Kar-Ben Publishing, a division of Lerner Publishing Group;
Middle Grades category: No
Vacancy by Tziporah Cohen and
published by Groundwood Books;
Anya and the Nightingale by Sofiya
Pasternack and published by Versify, an imprint of Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt; and The Blackbird Girls
by Anne Blankman and published
by Viking Books for Young Readers, an imprint of Random House
LLC; and in the Young Adult category, They Went Left by Monica Hesse and published by Little,
Brown Books for Young Readers,
an imprint of Hachette Book Group.

REVA SOLOMON is a published writer,
award-winning mixed-media artist,
teacher and creative life coach celebrating twenty-seven years as an SCBWI
member. Her clients are creative people
she teaches to dream big, reach for the
stars, and make things happen. Visit her
Facebook page: Creative Rebel Gal aka
Reva Solomon; Twitter: @Cr8tiveRebelGal.

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM
YOU! Send all your good
news about AWARDS in children’s writing and illustrating
only. Please send any Awards,
honors, starred mentions by
publications or other recognition for your work to be
posted in this column to people@SCBWI.org. Please submit Awards news only - in the
format used in the column:
(your name - author or illustrator - genre of publication - title of publication (publisher, date) title of award
- organization who awarded
it). Send to people@SCBWI.
org. NO ATTACHMENTS and
NO PRESS RELEASES. We
prefer emails but if you need
to send via US mail: Reva Solomon, People Editor, 118 W.
72nd Street #401, New York,
New York 10023.

Recognized worldwide for the
high quality they represent, ALA
awards guide parents, educators,
librarians and others in selecting the best materials for youth.
Selected by judging committees of
librarians and other literature and
media experts, the awards encourage original and creative work. For
more information on the ALA youth
media awards and notables, please
visit www.ala.org/yma.
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This ye ar’s event is not to be missed!
The five-day event incl udes:
•

A full-day intensive for published authors and illustrators

•

A full-day intensive for authors and illustrators preparing
to launch their careers

•

A full-day intensive just for illustrators

•

Over FIFTY craft-oriented and inspirational talks complete
with handouts

•

Panels of editors, agents, and art directors discussing
what they’re acquiring and why

•

The opportunity to pitch your book directly to agents and
editors

•

Online socials and mingles

•

The career-launching portfolio showcase for illustrators

•

The opportunity to sell your books in our online bookstore

•

A bonus day of peer-critiques

REGISTRATION OPENS ON SCBWI.ORG TUESDAY, MAY 18
10am Pacific Time / 1pm Eastern Time

